COMMUNICATING SCIENCE toolkit. Making a science poster
Look at 2 science posters presenting research results.
Which one is better? You may ask yourself these questions when deciding:
1. Words? Too many? Not enough?
2. Too many things in the poster? Crowded with graphs, text? Not enough white space?
3. Is the title too long? Too short? Are there words that should be capitalized/in italics
(Latin names for plant species, etc.?)
4. Is there a lot of solid, dense text or are the points made with bullet points?
5. Have the graphs/figures got titles and is reference made to them in the text?

What is a science poster for?
 Research posters summarize information or research concisely and attractively to help
publicize it and generate discussion.
 The poster is usually a mixture of a brief text mixed with tables, graphs, pictures, and
other presentation formats.
 At a conference, the researcher stands by the poster display while other participants
can come and view the presentation and interact with him/her.
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What is a science poster?
Some things it ‘must have’:
 Short title (visible about 3 metres away) to attract interest.
 Approximately 250 to 600 words (maximum)
 Graphics, figures with legends
 Headlines/sections, bullets, numbers…(this makes it easier to read)
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Making a science poster
Use a template!
First steps:
 Be familiar with Power point or Prezi or any other presentation software
 Be aware of the following:
1. The poster will be a SIMPLIFIED version of your research study
2. Focus on the main ideas, especially the method you have used for
the study and the results
What kind of structure will it have?
o Typical research paper structure?
o Introduction
o Method
o Results
o Discussion
o Conclusion
o References
DESIGN: TEXT, Graphics and (some) empty space
 Know which size the poster is going to be (A3, A2, A1?)
 Don’t use too many colours (2 or 3 is enough)
 Try to use a template
 Serif are good fonts
 Better to have a clear background and dark letters
Blue on red appears BLURRY Red on blue also not easy to read!
 Tables and graphs and figures MUST have a legend and BE SIMPLE AND CLEAR. They can
show you more information than text, they can (should) make results clear. (SEE
DESCRIBING DATA FOR YOUR RESEARCH 1 AND 2)
 Careful with images/photos, etc. Very important: make it the right resolution. If from
internet, often not good enough.
 The resolution should be about 150 dpi (no more than 300 dpi)
 Save your photos as .jpeg or .png
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Parts of this poster
1. Short title (a little long this
one?)
2. Student's name (or names, if
more than one student is
presenting the poster)
3. Objective
4. Materials and methods
5. Results
6. (Brief) interpretation of results
and conclusions.
7. Directions for future
research/recommendations
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Most posters are divided into columns, with 1-3 sections per column. Each column is read from
top to bottom and columns are read from left to right. In the following poster, it’s a little
difficult to know how to read it and which way to go!
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Before printing, what to do
Print to a pdf first at 100% amplification as this lets you know if there are any problems with
colors, fonts, images and figures
Windows – Save as and check it out here: http://pdf-analyser.edpsciences.org/ or on Adobe
Acrobat Pro look for a preflight diagnostic
Editing and proofreading
It’s a good idea to write the text for your poster in Word. This should correct any spelling
errors. After you have produced the first draft or rough version of your writing and revised it, it
will be necessary to proofread it before submitting it for assessment.
•
•
•
•
•

What do you think this involves?
Check for punctuation, spelling and orthographical errors ‘typos’ etc.
Check that all the different parts are correctly developed.
Make sure the conclusion is an accurate summary of the research/study.
Are the references all included in the bibliography?
Is the style correct? (Not too informal/academic language?)

Planning a short presentation of your poster. Imagine you are at a science fair, perhaps you can
think about the following:
 Prepare a 3 to 5 minute verbal presentation of your poster.
 Think about questions you could be asked
 Maybe prepare a small size mini handout of your poster, with contact details
 Or perhaps people looking at it will take a photo on their mobile phones
 Thank them for their interest!!
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